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DATES TO REMEMBER
term dates

2020

23 JUNE
26 JUNE
13 JULY

SCHOOL COUNCIL MEETING 7:00 P.M.
LAST DAY OF TERM 2
TERM 3 BEGINS

NOTE:

YEAR 6 CAMP – PHILLIP ISLAND ADVENTURE RESORT HAS BEEN CANCELLED

jim bell, principal

TERM 1 28 JAN-27 MAR
TERM 3 13 JUL-18 SEP

TERM 2 14 APR-26 JUNE
TERM 4 5 OCT-18 DEC

jenny reid, assistant principal

jo-anne doran, assistant principal

S

tars of the Week
With all year levels
attending
school last week, following our staged return to face-to-face
teaching, we were also
able to return to the
recognition of individual students in each class
awarded the Star of the
Week. The worthy recipients are published in this week’s
newsletter
However, as whole school assemblies are not yet in operation given our adherence to the restrictions placed upon
large inside gatherings, our school captains visited the
classrooms to make the presentations! Congratulations!!

P

ersonal Co-Curricula Achievement!
From their inclusion in the
top ten finalists to the winners!! CONRATULATIONS are
extended to Chanithu of 5MC
and Vinuthi of 3MS who were
recently informed that they were
the winners in the Metro Trains
Rail Safety Poster Competition in
each of their respective age brackets! For their efforts, they are now
the proud owners of a Play Station
4 and Nintendo Switch!

Term 2
Week ending 12th June, 2020
0BC

Methmi

0JF

Neev

for writing a detailed weekend recount using descriptive words and
connectives. Well done.
for having such a great attitude towards her learning.

0JH

Jerry

for doing a great job sounding out tricky words when reading!

0LP

Smayan

0SM

Parmida

0TL

Kinuli

for working hard all day every day! Smayan you ALWAYS do
fantastic work.
for trying so hard with her learning! You are showing persistence
like Pete!
for reading lots and lots of Oxford Words.

1AB

Benjamin

1HG

Maddison

1KC

Railen

1NC

Mal

1NG

Raphael

1TN

Vishwa

2AD

Cadel

2AK

Mark

2CM

Rain

2CP

Ekam

2CV

Neetanya

for working hard in the classroom and taking pride in his
workbooks.
for her amazing positivity everyday

2RG

Brianna

for writing an excellent letter. Well done!

2SD

Guneet

for her hard work in the classroom!

3CH

Emily

3DK

Japneet

for returning to face-to-face teaching and learning with
enthusiasm and completing all tasks to an exceptional standard.
for her detailed procedural writing.

3MF

Gina

for writing a detailed letter to her pen pal. Well done!

3MS

Khloe

3SA

Kaitlyn

for writing an excellent procedure on ‘How to Keep Your Hands
Germ Free!’ Well done.
for the detailed procedure she wrote this week. Well done!

4EC

Blake

for a fantastic first week back.

4LM

Mikail

for returning to school with a positive attitude and continuing to
work hard.

for your efforts in improving your class participation and listening
carefully.
for using a range of mathematical strategies to solve problems.
Well done!
for her fantastic effort in writing her first procedure, Simon Says!
You included all the features! Well done, Railen!
for having a positive attitude and always trying your best.
you thought carefully to work out the meaning for each of our
science words for our ‘Bend it, Stretch it’ unit. Super effort!
for being an awesome student and always trying to learn from his
mistakes. Fantastic job!
for his fantastic focus on entries and exits in letters in our hand
writing lesson.
for sharing his impressive knowledge of fractions equivalent to
half.
for his outstanding effort on both Epic and Mathletics.

Term 2
Week ending 12th June, 2020

4MC

Varshana

4SM

4SM

for making a smooth and positive transition back into the class
room. It is a pleasure teaching you!
for an enthusiastic return to school and a great first week!

4VA

Brianna

for writing a beautiful letter during our writing session.

5BM

5BM

for a great start back to school after remote learning.

5EB

Hudson

5JG

Ayesha

5LM

Ty

for working cooperatively with his group during our ‘Dream House’
project.
for returning to the classroom with a positive attitude and friendly
smile.
because he has shown persistence and a growth mind set this week.

5MC

Shevon

6JA

6JA

6JL

6JL

for waiting patiently when requiring teacher assistance during our
team challenge this week!
for surviving and working hard through the challenge of remote
learning.
for their excellent efforts during remote learning!

6MB

Susan

for her well presented and detailed CAFÉ activities.

6MK

6MK

for their great effort during remote learning.

6MS

Dasharwin

for outstanding effort throughout remote learning.

LOTE Chunyan
3DK
LOTE Daisy
6MB
P.Arts Kenneth
5EB
P.Arts Felicity
2SD
P.E Jim
5LM
P.E Mel
FTL
V.Arts Bree
3DK
V.Arts Jessica
6JL

SPECIALIST CLASSES

for your excellent discussion about the Chinese Dragon Boat
Festival.
for making your best effort in learning the topic ‘Hobbies’. Great
work!
for a fantastic restart to our performing arts. The whole class
worked tremendously on the ukuleles.
for doing your performing arts class so attentively and
respectfully, and being great Jack-In-The-Boxes.
for the whole class being able to complete soccer skills without
touching the ball with their hands.
for their amazing work on naming simple body parts, how they can
help us and describing how we can look after them.
for your great effort and concentration on your cake designs.
Thank you, 6JL, for your OUTSTANDING participation in Visual
Arts during remote learning. You should all be very proud of the
work you put in each week to complete the activities.

D.Tech Lisa
Foundation You have been super organised this week and remembered your
seat and the rules of the computer room. You have learnt how to
handle the Bee Bot robots well. Congratulations!

R
19.

educing the Risk COVID-19
The maintaining of social distancing and personal hygiene habits which includes washing hands thoroughly
and practising good sneeze/cough etiquette are all measures we can all take to combat the spread of COVID-

P

LEASE DIRECT MONEY FOR EXCURSIONS, ETC TO YOUR CLASSROOM TEACHER - NOT TO THE
OFFICE.

Please hand money and permission slip in sealed envelopes to classroom teacher first thing in the morning. By following this process teachers are aware that your child will be attending the excursion and mark them off their lists.
Money is collected by office staff and processed each morning and a receipt given back to teachers along with permission slips. All money is tallied and banked daily – no money is left on the premises.
Please deliver cash in a sealed envelope with your child’s name and grade on the front by 9.30 a.m. If you have a
number of children attending an excursion you can place all money and permission slips in the one envelope with
children’s names and grades on the front and deliver to one of the children’s teachers. The office staff will be able to
allocate money to the children’s particular items and distribute permission slips and receipts back to teachers. Envelopes are available at the office.
We also have a new Qkr payment system on our Skoolbag app. If you download our Skoolbag app and Qkr payment
app you can now pay for your child’s excursion on line.
All change will be delivered to the children in the afternoon.
Re-imbursements will only be made under certain circumstances
Notices are sent out with a final collection time – please adhere to this time. All money and per mission slips ar e
required to be sent back by this date – otherwise your child will not be able to attend. This enables us to confirm
bookings and numbers with bus companies and organisations we are visiting. Also we need to send details to the Department of Education Emergency Management for all excursions, camps, etc. We also need to accommodate students
who will not be attending.
We would appreciate it if parents could please follow these processes.

